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YA Ade - Children of Blood and Bone  by Tomi 
Adeyemi 
Coming of age in a land where her magi mother was killed 
by the zealous king's guards along with other former 
wielders of magic, Zelie embarks on a journey alongside her 
brother and a fugitive princess to restore her people's 
magical abilities.  
 
YA And - Daughter of Sparta  by Claire M. Andres 
Seventeen-year-old Daphne has spent her entire life honing 
her body and mind into that of a warrior, hoping to be 
accepted by the unyielding people of ancient Sparta. But an 
unexpected encounter with the goddess Artemis'who holds 
Daphne's brother's fate in her hands'upends the life she's 
worked so hard to build.  
 
YA Ang - Starcrossed  by Josephine Angelini 
When shy sixteen-year-old Helen Hamilton starts having 
vivid dreams about three ancient, hideous women and 
suddenly tries to kill a new student at her Nantucket high 
school, she discovers that she is playing out some version of 
an old tale involving Helen of Troy, the Three Furies, and a 
mythic battle.  
 
YA Ave - The Red Queen  by Victoria Aveyard 
When her latent supernatural powers manifest in front of a 
noble court, Mare, a thief in a world divided between 
commoners and superhumans, is forced to assume the role 
of lost princess before risking everything to help a growing 
rebellion.  
 
 
YA Bla - The Cruel Prince  by Holly Black 
Jude was seven years old when her parents were murdered 
and she and her two sisters were stolen away to live in the 
treacherous High Court of Faerie. Ten years later, Jude 
wants nothing more than to belong there, despite her 
mortality. But many of the fey despise humans. Especially 
Prince Cardan, the youngest and wickedest son of the High 
King.  
 
YA Chu - The Bone Witch by Rin Chupeco 
Tea's gift for death magic means that she is a bone witch, a 
title that makes her feared and ostracized by her 
community, but when an older bone witch trains her to 
become an asha--one who can wield elemental magic--Tea 
will have to overcome her obstacles and make a powerful 
choice in the face of danger as dark forces approach.  
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YA Cla - Clockwork Prince  by Cassandra Clare 
As the Council attempts to strip Charlotte of her power, 
sixteen-year-old orphaned shapechanger Tessa Gray works 
with the London Shadowhunters to find the Magister and 
destroy his clockwork army, learning the secret of her own 
identity while investigating his past.  
 
 
YA Del - The Living by Matt de la Pena 
Taking a summer job on a Pacific luxury cruise liner to help 
his struggling family, Shy anticipates a season of lucrative 
tips and pretty girlfriends only to have everything radically 
transformed by a massive California earthquake that 
jeopardizes the survival of everyone he knows.  
 
 
YA Fem - The Upper World  by Femi Fadugba 
During arguably the worst week of Esso’s life, an accident 
knocks him into an incredible world where he can see 
glimpses of the past and future. But if what he sees there is 
true, he might not have much longer to live, unless he can 
use his new gift to change the course of history. Rhia’s past 
is filled with questions, none of which she expects a new 

physics tutor to answer.  He’s here for her  help, to unravel a tragedy 
that happened fifteen years ago.  

YA Gra - Beasts of Prey  by Ayana Gray 
Ekon, the second son of a decorated hero, and Koffil, who 
holds a power inside her that could cost her life, form a 
tentative alliance to destroy a vicious monster that has 
plagued their city for nearly a century.  
 
 
 
YA Ifu - Raybearer by Jordan Ifueko 
Raised in isolation, Tarisai yearns for the closeness she 
could have as one of the Crown Prince's Council of 11, but 
her mother, The Lady, has magically compelled Tarisai to kill 
the Crown Prince.  
 
 
 
YA Kin - Insignia by S.J. Kincaid 
Tom, a fourteen-year-old genius at virtual reality games, is 
recruited by the United States Military to begin training at 
the Pentagon Spire as a Combatant in World War III, 
controlling the mechanized drones that do the actual 
fighting off-planet.  
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YA Liu  - Warcross by Marie Liu 
After hacking into the Warcross Championships' opening 
game to track illegal betting, bounty hunter Emika Chen is 
asked by the game's creator to go undercover to investigate a 
security problem, and she uncovers a sinister plot.  
 
 
 
YA Maa - Court of Thorns and Roses  by Sarah J. 
Maas 
Dragged off to a treacherous magical land as retribution for 
killing a wolf, huntress Feyre learns that her captor is one of 
the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.  
 
 
 
YA Rot - Carve the Mark  by Veronica Roth 
Living on a violent planet where everyone develops a unique 
power meant to shape the future, Akos and Cyra, youths 
from enemy nations, resent gifts that render them vulnerable 
to others' control before they become unlikely survival 
partners.  
 
 
YA Row - Carry on : The Rise and Fall of Simon 
Snow  by Rainbow Rowell 
During his last year at Watford School of Magicks, Simon 
Snow, the Chosen One, faces a magic-eating monster 
wearing his face, a break-up, and a missing nemesis.  
 
 
 
 
YA Tan - Jade Fire Gold  by June CL Tan 
Ahn is no one, with no past and no family. Altan is a lost heir, 
his future stolen away as a child. When they meet, Altan sees 
in Ahn a path to reclaiming the throne. Ahn sees a way to 
finally unlock her past and understand her lethal magical 
abilities. But they may have to pay a far deadlier price than 
either could have imagined. 

 
YA Yan - The 5th Wave  by Richard Yancey 
Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must 
rescue her young brother from the enemy with help from a 
boy who may be one of them.  
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